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1 Introduction
This paper presents a grammatical method for parametric synthesis of mechanical gear
systems. The goal of this research is to enhance innovative design, as discussed by Dym [1],
through the development of new computational synthesis tools. Aiding conceptual and
embodiment design has been identified as a key, yet difficult, research goal in advanced
computer-aided design systems for mechanical engineering. While most virtual product
development tools are targeted at supporting later design stages, e.g. detail design, the benefits
of supporting earlier stages are potentially greater as it is generally considered that most
“added value” is contributed to a product earlier in its development. However, in these earlier
design stages, synthesis tasks can be difficult to formulate computationally.
Synthesis research, in the form of computational production systems, can be traced back to the
advent of the computer [2]. Synthesis is a fundamental task of engineering and can be thought
of as creating form to fulfil desired behaviour and function. Existing synthesis research can be
categorised into computational and non-computational, i.e. “paper-based”, methods.
From a computational viewpoint, Raphael and Smith [3] describe synthesis as being the
antithesis of analysis, “the reverse of analysis, where target behaviour is used to infer a
physical configuration within an environment”. Antonsson and Cagan [4] provide a more
abstract definition of engineering design synthesis, describing it as “the creative step itself: the
conception and postulation of possibly new solutions to solve a problem”. Design synthesis is
commonly considered a manual task: “In most engineering design, this step is performed by
creative human minds” [4]. Further, they put forward that engineering design synthesis can be
referred to as being formal engineering design synthesis when it is “computable, structured
and rigorous, not ad hoc” [4]. The aim of the research presented here is to develop formal,
computable methods for virtual, simulation-driven synthesis to aid designers in developing
better products through rapid generation of a wide range of alternative mechanical solutions.
As yet, computational methods and tools have influenced our ability to model and analyse
potential designs, but they have not contributed as greatly to design synthesis tasks. Despite
the proliferation of computer tools for all aspects of engineering design, it seems that the task
of synthesising new ideas and creating innovative and original concepts has remained almost
the exclusive burden of human designers. Commercial tools offering limited computational

assistance can provide some design assistance, e.g. TRIZ1 and the Invention Machine2.
However, mapping design specifications to tangible embodiments remains mainly a manual
task. The core question addressed in this paper is whether computational methods can be
developed that stand alongside an engineer as a “virtual synthesiser” to improve rapid
generation of high quality design alternatives that can be further developed into innovative
designs.
To validate the simulation-driven synthesis method that is presented here, a case study on the
configuration of automotive gearbox designs is considered. It is thought that current vehicle
transmission technology requiring gearboxes will be used until at least the year 2020 [5].
Computer modelling and simulation in this design domain has been increasing in recent years
and the incorporation of new capabilities for computational synthesis is considered the next
step towards shorter gearbox development and implementation cycles [5].
In Starling and Shea [6,7,8] the authors introduce a parallel grammar, implemented for a
mechanical clock design case study, as a basis for mechanical synthesis of gear systems,
including, but not limited to, linear gear trains. This work is now extended to include
simulation-based evaluation of designs, in addition to previous geometry-based evaluation and
multi-objective search to enable generation of Pareto optimal sets of design alternatives. First,
a general overview of the method is presented illustrated by example of a camera winding
mechanism. Second, applicability of the method to beneficial industrial problems is
investigated through an automotive gearbox redesign problem, which serves to validate the
method.

2 Background
Chomsky [9] was the first to use the word “grammar” in the technical context of production
systems [2] while developing string grammars to generate valid, i.e. “grammatically correct”,
linguistic sentences. Other grammars have since been developed, e.g. shape grammars [10].
The use of grammars to assist design is conceptually simple. In the same way as a natural
language is based on rules (termed a grammar), it is also possible to develop a language of
designs via design grammars. Starting with a legal construct, repeated application of different
grammar rules generates new designs. The sum of different designs produced by exhaustive
application of all valid sequences of grammar rules to a starting symbol is termed the design
language. Early spatial design work using shape grammars can be found in the field of
architecture and visual arts [11].
Development of shape grammars for generation of mechanical designs has been carried out
for diverse products such as Harley-Davidson motorcycles [12], coffeemakers [13] and
MEMS devices [14]. Earl [15] discusses the use of shape grammars for generation of form as
well as function. McCormack and Cagan [16] have developed a two-dimensional parametric
shape grammar interpreter and demonstrated its use for the design of vehicle inner hood
panels. While the previous methods have focused on shape generation, Finger and Rinderle
[17,18] have developed a grammar based on the manual manipulation of form-behaviour
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diagrams using bond graphs [19] for conceptual design of topological configurations from a
part-based element library. Schmidt et al [20] present a graph-grammatical approach to
synthesis of mechanisms with less of an emphasis on quantitative performance evaluation as
the work in this paper.

3 Method
A framework for design synthesis research and methods (Figure 1) has been proposed [6]
based on a review of general approaches [4] and previous, extensive work in the area of
structural synthesis, e.g. [21].

Figure 1: Parametric synthesis framework
The phases of the parametric synthesis framework provide a structure for design synthesis
research. First, choose and investigate a particular design domain, e.g. mechanical gear
systems. Second, create a production system capable of generating existing and novel designs
within the design domain, called a “design language”. Third, create automatic mechanisms for
evaluating the performance of designs to interpret and quantify the “goodness” of designs
within the language defined. Fourth, mediate, i.e. reason about the evaluated design language
so as to explore, compare and choose among alternatives. In practice, there can be overlap
between the four phases of this parametric synthesis methodology [22]. The following
sections provide an overview of the method created and implemented for gear systems. A
detailed discussion of the method is outside the scope of this paper and can be found in [8].

3.1 Design Generation and Classification
The parallel grammar for mechanical gear systems consists of both function and structure
representations where constraints ensure that the designs generated are both topologically and
parametrically valid. Function is represented by a function graph where nodes represent
spindles or axles and links between nodes represent gear pairs. Each function graph is
translated into an embodiment consisting of a set of components, resulting in a parallel
representation of function and form, shown in Figure 2.
Given a design specification, first an initial design is created using the grammar create rules or
“C-rules” [7]. It is then modified using perturb rules, or “P-rules” [7], enabling design
modification that maintains the integrity of both form and function, ensuring that no design
constraints are violated. The design synthesis framework for design generation using a parallel
grammar [6,7] is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Generation of design alternatives
For a production system, or grammar, capable of generating designs for a particular domain, it
is worthwhile investigating classification of designs within a design language. To what extent
can two designs be considered “different” or “similar” and how can these differences be
described quantitatively? Figure 4 depicts a categorisation of designs within a language into
“clans” and “families” [7].
Designs that vary only in parameter values can be considered to be in the same family, i.e.
they vary parametrically. Two designs can be considered to be part of different design families
if they vary in component topology, i.e. architecture details. As an example, consider a 5speed manual gearbox for a passenger vehicle. Adjusting gear ratios only, to provide different
levels of torque, is an example of creating a new design within the same family. Varying the
number of speeds provided by the gearbox, i.e. changing component topology from a 5- to a
6-speed gearbox design, is an example of creating a new family of designs. At a higher level
of abstraction, clans represent distinctly different design concepts and alternatives. Continuing
with the gearbox example, all manual gearboxes based on parallel shafts are considered
members of the same design clan, whereas a gearbox with epicyclic gear trains3 would be a
member of a different clan. A clan can have many family sub-classes that have the same
general system topology.
3
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Figure 4: Clans and families of designs annotated with mechanical clock examples [8]

3.2 Simulation and Evaluation
In the case of most mechanical design problems, simple geometry-based performance metrics,
such as a mass and volume, are usually not sufficient means of determining the quality of a
design. Extension to using simulation as part of design evaluation provides the potential to
capture richer and more meaningful performance data. The evaluation phase is carried out by
automating the creation of a behavioural model in the native format of a simulation tool. The
simulation is run and outputs quantitative information about the behaviour of a design,
enabling a decision to be made on whether or not a new design is an improvement on previous
designs. The challenges lie in constructing robust simulation models “on the fly”.
To illustrate the proof-of-concept for incorporating mechanical simulation within an
automated synthesis method, the cross-domain modelling language Modelica4 is used (Figure
4). Modelica models can be simulated using Dymola5, a simulation environment that employs
Kron’s method of ‘tearing’ [23]. This enables solving multidimensional systems without
resorting to linear simplifications to enable the prediction of dynamic behaviour and
interaction between components in designs. As an object-oriented modelling system, Dymola
is suited to object-based synthesis and a large range of Modelica component libraries are
available that cover different engineering domains, including mechanical systems. These basic
building blocks can be used to create multi-domain design models, for example mechatronic
devices.
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3.3 Search and Mediation
Based on deterministic pattern search algorithms [24], a prototype hybrid pattern search
algorithm [8] is used to reward successful sequences of design modifications to both the
function and structure representations towards optimally directed designs. A multi-objective
approach allows generation of a palette of non-dominated solutions, i.e. Pareto sets [25],
where each design archived is better for at least one performance measure than each other
design when compared pairwise.
To illustrate the method described, the design of a simple mechatronic film camera is
considered [8,26], in particular the design of a gear train used to transfer power from the
motor of the camera to the winding mechanism (Figure 5). The spur gears are constrained by a
bounding box (the housing of the camera) yet must transfer power efficiently. The overall gear
ratio affects both the power usage of the camera and the winding time taken between film
exposures, or frames. Ideally, the camera should have both low power consumption as well as
fast winding. The initial goal of the study is to generate an optimised set of design alternatives
that describe key performance trade-offs.
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Figure 5: Winding mechanism of camera: actual (left) and Dymola simulation (right)
To investigate this application, the design clan of the winding mechanism is modelled in
Modelica. Each different design family within the clan has a different number of nodes in its
function graph, where each node represents a gear-carrying spindle in the gear train. A hybrid
pattern search method [8] is used to generate camera designs using the parallel grammar with
suitable bounding box constraints. Sample results are presented in Figure 5 that compare the
trade-off between battery change (Qbattery) and winding time (tstop) for different design families,
referred to as x-noded designs where x is the number of spindles used in the gear train. Other
performances considered include simple mass and volume metrics, as well as weighted
thickness, aspect ratio and compactness.
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Figure 6: Multi-objective performance trade-offs for winding mechanism:
winding battery charge used (Qbattery) is plotted against winding time (tstop)
The strength of combining a parallel grammar capable of generating a wide range of valid
winding mechanisms and a multi-objective search approach is rapid generation of optimised
design alternatives and their corresponding virtual 3D design models, via VRML6. Presenting
designers with alternatives organised according to multi-objective trade-offs allows
subsequent identification and exploration of beneficial performance regions.

4 Method Validation: Vehicle Gearbox Design
To validate the simulation-driven synthesis method presented, the design of automotive
manual gearboxes is now used as an industrial case study. The example of a camera winding
mechanism is limited to exploring families of designs within the same clan, i.e. gear trains,
varying component topology only. This section will drive the need to expand the method to
generating clans, in addition to their families, incorporating clutches and evaluating power
flow paths within function graphs.

4.1 Investigating Gearboxes
Internal combustion engines used in vehicles have narrow operating ranges where torque and
power are both at optimal levels. Therefore to provide a vehicle, such as a car, with a useful
range of speeds, a gearbox is required. A gearbox contains a number of parallel gear trains of
differing ratios that can be selected, one at a time, to transfer power from the engine to the
driven wheels to suit driving conditions. The selection of these time-dependent connections is
governed by user-controlled clutch mechanisms.
Figure 7 shows a simplified sketch of the forward portion of a passenger car. Front wheel
drive is commonly used for non-speciality motor vehicles, which in most cases means that the
engine is located at the front. Vehicle dynamics dictate that the heavy engine block is centrally
mounted, resulting in restricted space on both sides of the engine. Sitting on one side of the
6
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engine, the gearbox takes a rotational input from the engine, converts this rotation by a given
ratio and outputs the new rotation to the differential that then drives the front wheels of the
car. The driver of the vehicle selects these ratios by moving a gear stick: it is standard practice
to have a choice of five forward gear ratios and one reverse ratio. These are termed ‘speeds’,
i.e. the first ratio is the first speed, the second ratio is the second speed, etc. This configuration
is known as a ‘5-speed gearbox’.
Gearbox

Engine

Transaxle
direction
Direction
of travel

Differential
Right front wheel

Left front wheel

Front of car

Figure 7: Sketch of front wheel drive passenger car layout, adapted from [27]
As more powerful vehicle engines have become more affordable and popular, there has been a
trend for gearboxes to have more speeds. Older cars, such as pre-1980s vehicles, mostly used
4-speed gearboxes. 5-speed gearboxes are now considered standard, while 6-speed gearboxes
are also becoming more common [28], providing drivers with more ratios to choose from to
better adapt to varying driving conditions. Some high-powered vehicles, e.g. the Bugatti
Veyron, have been designed with 7-speed gearboxes.
As the axis of the front wheels is restricted to lie across the vehicle and orthogonal to the
direction of travel, it is common practice to align the shafts of the gearbox in the same
direction. This layout is termed a transaxle (“across the axle”) gearbox [27]. The differential,
required to permit different rotation speeds of the front wheels to allow for steering, is then
aligned between the front wheels at the output end of the gearbox. The simplest layout that
can be considered for a 5-speed gearbox is shown in Figure 8.
This standard transaxle 5-speed gearbox has three main shafts. The output shaft from the
engine is connected to an intermediate shaft by a set of different gear pairs, one for each speed
available to the driver. If no speed is selected, the gear disks on the intermediate shaft do not
grip the intermediate shaft. Hence the engine can run with the input shaft rotating and all the
gear pairs on the intermediate shaft spinning freely. This is termed “neutral” speed. If the
driver selects one of the forward speeds, a clutch mechanism activates to connect the
intermediate shaft with the relevant gear pair. Hence an input rotation causes the intermediate
shaft to rotate, resulting in power being transferred to the differential and thus also to the front
wheels of the vehicle. Reverse gear works in a similar manner, except that there is another
gear disk on a separate shaft that engages to rotate the wheels of the car backwards.
A main design issue with transaxle gearboxes is the space restriction between the engine and
the outside of the vehicle, as the former is constrained to be centrally mounted. The gear pair
for fifth speed in the standard layout, shown in Figure 8, is close to the right front wheel of the
vehicle. A 6-speed gearbox based on this layout with another gear pair added to the left end of
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the shafts would be difficult to implement due to the aforementioned space restrictions.
Another difficulty is that long shafts flex when loaded, resulting in substandard meshing
characteristics and reduced performance. Using a greater number of intermediate shafts for
alternative layouts could resolve some of the issues associated with extending the standard
layout to 6 speeds.
Several alternative layouts already exist in current 5-speed cars. The layout of a new design,
used in the Rover 75, is shown on the RHS of Figure 8. In this image, the differential is shown
without its covering. Third, fourth and fifth speed work in the same fashion as in the standard
layout: the input shaft drives intermediate shaft A via the relevant gear pair and power is
transferred to the differential.
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Figure 8: Standard (left) and alternative (right) 5-speed gearbox layout, adapted from [27]
First and second speed function in a different way. The input shaft actually consists of two
concentric shafts, the original input axle that connects to the engine and a concentric sleeve
(intermediate C). For third, fourth and fifth speed these are locked together and the fused
entity acts as a single shaft, passing power from the engine directly to intermediate shaft A
and then on to the differential. When first or second speed are selected, the concentric shafts
(input and intermediate C) disengage, and power flows between these concentric, non-fused
shafts via intermediate shaft B. The third speed gear pair is then used to transfer power to
intermediate shaft A.
The differences between the standard and new gearbox layouts are summarised in Table 1.
There are situations when the standard gearbox layout is not adequate for the type of car being
designed. In these cases, being able to rapidly generate alternative layouts tailored to new
design requirements would be beneficial. This would potentially increase the number of
options considered by designers and therefore increase the possibility of finding a
configuration with improved performance, e.g. decreased cost, in a shorter amount of design
time.
The case study presented was carried out in conjunction with a UK-based company that
produces gearbox design software and whose core competence is the complete modelling of
gear-based systems. Their main product, a design tool, is used by many leading automotive
companies to design gearboxes. The software models and simulates gearboxes to a high level
of detail and allows detailed optimisation of features such as gear tooth profiles. The
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representation of detailed models makes it possible to analyse complex phenomena such as
shaft misalignment and gear whine, which are important performance characteristics to
gearbox manufacturers.
Table 1: Summary of gearbox layout options
Gearbox layout

Standard

New

Advantages

Disadvantages

•

Conceptually simple

•

Long shafts

•

Low part count

•

Restricted gear ratios due to
distance between shafts

•

More gear ratio options

•

Complex

•

Requires less space in
transaxle direction

•

Higher part count

The aim of this case study is to investigate the feasibility of combining the method presented
for gear system synthesis and optimisation with commercial simulation software for to enable
automated, simulation-driven generation of new gearbox layouts. A detailed modelling tool
complements the higher-level gear system representation used by the parallel grammar. The
alternative layout for the 5-speed gearbox introduced in this section is not difficult to
visualise, however, other vehicles can require even more complex layouts. For example, onroad heavy-duty trucks and off-road vehicles, such as tractors, feature gearboxes with up to 18
speeds. The design alternatives for such gearboxes are numerous making the case for using a
computational synthesis approach to design generation compelling. The alternative 5-speed
gearbox in Figure 8 has been successfully used in current vehicles to fit the gearbox into a
constricted space, thus solving a major design issue. The growing demand for 6-speed
gearboxes, where these layout problems are particularly acute, is a driver for incorporating a
computation approach generating and exploring new design clans and families.

4.2 Generating Gearboxes
In order to combine automated synthesis of alternative gearboxes with simulation, two main
extensions to the function grammar are required. First, a clutch function is represented by
having parallel edges connecting nodes in the function graph. Second, additional rules are
required to alter the system topology of graphs. A graph representation of the standard 5-speed
gearbox configuration (Figure 8 LHS), not including reverse, is shown in Figure 9. This graph
is relatively straightforward, containing five separate paths between vertices 1 and 2,
corresponding to the five speeds of the gearbox, and a single connection between nodes 2 and
3, corresponding to the output of the system to the differential.
Figure 9 also shows a representation of the alternative 5-speed gearbox layout (Figure 8 RHS).
The label [Z], corresponding to concentricity of node with its parent vertex, represents the
dual function of such concentric shafts, i.e. they can be coupled and decoupled using a clutch
mechanism as discussed above. The edge between nodes 1 and 4 is dashed to note that it is a
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speed-dependent connection between concentric shafts in the structure representation, e.g.
input shaft and intermediate shaft C in Figure 8 (RHS).
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Figure 9: Function graphs for standard (left) and alternative (right) transaxle gearbox layouts
If it were possible to perform a transformation on the standard 5-speed gearbox representation
to enable the generation of the function graph of the alternative design representation, similar
transformations could be used to generate further design clans that fulfil the same functional
specification as the initial standard design in a novel way. This work can be seen as a
functional analogy to grammar transformations developed to follow style variations in
architectural design [29]. The aim is to capture the language of gearbox designs for vehicle
applications. The resulting function graphs from this exploration could then be used as an
input for the parallel grammar to search for preferred designs.
Before this transformation can be studied in more detail it is necessary to distinguish between
“active” and “inactive” edges in the graphs in Figure 9. In the gearbox example there are more
possible combinations of power flow paths, that is paths from engine source [S] to differential
[D], than there are speeds. Given a design specification for the number of speeds required, to
automatically generate a gearbox it is necessary to have a mechanism for representing power
flow paths in order to evaluate the number of speeds and to formulate topological constraints
that maintain the validity of the power flow paths when modifying the design at a component
level. These paths are included in Figure 10 for the alternative 5-speed gearbox configuration.
Active edges, i.e. gear pairs that have been engaged, are coloured black and inactive edges, i.e.
gear pairs that are not engaged, are shaded grey. Each separate gearbox speed can therefore be
recorded by noting the sequence of edge traversals between input and output. The notation
lists the sequence of vertices from input to output for each speed. If an ambiguous path is
specified, i.e. there is more than one edge between two particular vertices, the vertex
distinguishing identifier is noted in brackets.
To find new gearbox configurations, graph exploration is attempted considering the function
graph alone for simplicity. The main aim is to generate design clans and families; parametric
variations will not be considered here. An example sequence of modification rule applications
is shown in Figure 11 to transform the graph representing the standard 5-speed gearbox into
the graph representing the new layout (Figure 9) using the pre-existing function rules [8].
The graph modification rules also allow the creation of further configurations. An example of
such a design, generated by applying the grammar rules by hand, is shown in Figure 12 with
active edges for each speed shown in Figure 13. This layout has three concentric shafts, nodes
1, 3 and 5. Such a complex layout may well not be viable for a production vehicle, however,
such an arrangement could be applicable if a closely packed transmission is required.
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Figure 10: Active edges for different speeds in the alternative 5-speed gearbox graph (RHS of
Figure 9) with path for each speed
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Figure 11: A sequence of function graph transformations used to generate the alternative 5speed gearbox configuration from the standard layout (c.f. Figure 9).
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Figure 12: New 5-speed gearbox configuration synthesised with the function grammar
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with node sequence for each speed to indicate power flow
Further work is now required to extend the structure grammar to be able to embody the
function graph representations of gearboxes. For example, the current implementation
constrains shafts to lie parallel to each other whereas longitudinal gearbox layouts, require
shafts to be aligned parallel to the direction of vehicle travel. The inclusion of bevel gears
within the structure grammar would enable the analysis of gearboxes based on layouts other
than the transaxle designs considered in this paper. Future extensions also include linking the
generative method with commercial simulation software, in place of Dymola, that will
provide detailed 3D modelling and simulation capabilities. Such extensions are targeted at
providing the foundation for a robust, simulation-driven method for virtual synthesis of a wide
range of gearboxes.

5 Conclusions
This paper has presented an overview of a simulation-driven grammatical method for
generating mechanical gear systems. The method combines a parallel grammar, to create and
modify both function and structure representations of designs, with automated simulation and
multi-objective optimisation. Application of the method results in the generation of sets of
design archives that present a wide range of optimised design alternatives to designers and
highlight performance trade-offs. The approach was verified using a camera winding
mechanism consisting of a linear gear train. Method validation was demonstrated by an
extension to synthesis of vehicle gearboxes, requiring representation of clutches, i.e. timedependent gear connections, and power flow paths within the grammar. Based on initial
results, the possibilities for synthesis of new gearbox configurations is shown to be of
relevance and interest to industry. While the work presented considered applications to a
camera mechanism and automotive transmissions, the structure grammar can be extended to
use a larger library of parts to enable more classes of mechanical designs to be considered.
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